


CUSTOMIZED LED
LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

Do you have a great idea for a lighting solution? Then we have 
the capability to embrace all steps from idea-to-market at 
tremendous speed, and we are committed to staying ahead of 
this rapidly evolving market. When you work with SCANGRIP, 
you work with the leading experts within the field.

Designed by us. Manufactured by us.

SCANGRIP is Europe’s leading manufacturer of work lights 
for professionals providing the strongest and most compre-
hensive ranges of work lights with the latest LED lighting 
technology available on the market.
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PORTABLE LIGHTS
FOR FAST CURING
Utilizing UV LED curing technology allows you to work faster 
and more efficiently as the curing time between each opera-
tion is reduced significantly. 

The rechargeable and hand-held LED work lights for UV 
curing are applicable for curing of UV cured primers and UV 
cured body fillers and designed to handle any small or large 
sized paint repair work.

No heat is produced on the panel or the paint during the 
curing which means that sanding and polishing can be done 
immediately after the curing is completed.
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QUALITY CHECK 
AND COLOUR MATCH
Increase the quality and finish of your paint operation with 
specialized lighting solutions from SCANGRIP.

The product range has a high CRI+ (colour rendering index) 
value and up to five different colour temperatures which 
enable you to customize the light to the specific colours, 
providing ideal conditions for accurate colour match and
highlighting and discovering paint defects.

The SCANGRIP lighting solutions increase the quality and 
finish of each, individual operation and reduces the rate of 
time-consuming and costly re-work. The sturdy work lights 
are designed to resist the most extreme demands of the 
painting workshop environment.



EXPLOSION 
PROOF LIGHTS
The paint booth is an explosive area requiring explosion proof 
lighting solutions. The specialized range of explosion proof 
LED work lights provides extremely bright illumination and 
very long lifetime. 

The COB (chip on board) LED technology provides a uniform 
and completely even illumination with a high CRI (colour 
rendering index) value close to daylight which is particularly 
effective for inspection and quality check in the spray booth.



SPECIALIZED WORK 
LIGHT SOLUTIONS
Light is an important tool for many tasks. We take that very 
seriously when developing specialist light for niche markets 
– such as lights for the coating industry. We are constantly 
pushing back the boundaries of LED lighting and battery 
technology, creating new and specialized work light solutions 
designed to fit your needs.

SCANGRIP is innovation from Denmark: All products are 
designed and developed by SCANGRIP in Denmark and 
manufactured at our own factories.

SCANGRIP receives strong recognition in the marketplace 
for its product design, and the products are known for their 
high quality.
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  // SCANGRIP A/S    Rytterhaven 9    DK-5700 Svendborg    DENMARK

Tel +45 6320 6320    scangrip@scangrip.com


